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Research clearly
shows that the
overall design of
an office space
along with its
equipment is an
important factor for
employees.

Savillis (2014). What workers want. What are the real values for
2 office employees in Warsaw.

OFFICE ARRANGEMENT
Research findings published in the Journal of Environmental
Psychology clearly show that employees who are allowed to
influence their work environment are more satisfied and
better integrated with their teams. But when employees are
not given a chance to decide about the appearance of their
office, their morale can be undermined easily.

Lee, So Young, and Jay L. Brand.
"Effects of control over office workspace on perceptions
of the work environment and work outcomes".
Journal of Environmental Psychology 25.3 (2005)
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We have spent
a lot of time
developing
accessories for
Levitate that are
easily movable
and can be added
or removed
depending on
users' needs.
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WertelOberfell

Workstation arrangement

• Archetypical images like
the secretary box
(classic desk typology)
were also an inspiration
for Levitate.
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Office space arrangement

• The possibility to
rearrange an office
space depending on
employees' current
needs or the changing
direction of a company's
development reduces,
in the long run, the
costs a customer would
have to cover when
changing the whole
office arrangement once
again.
• The Levitate desks
integrated with a
pedestal and a secretary
box create complete
workstations that can be
moved to another place
easily.
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HOME OFFICE DESIGN
We are pretty sure that this is much more than a trend – it is
here to stay. Our working habits have changed so much in
recent years, accelerated not only by the rapid development
of technology, but also by the cost of having big studios or
offices. A lot of companies are actually supporting their
employees by allowing them to work from home a few days
a week, and we believe it can boost productivity if you have
the opportunity to work one day without meetings and the
general buzz of modern open-plan offices.
So, why not use the same desk in your office that you have
at your home?
WertelOberfell
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How does Levitate fit into
the home office design trend?
• The general forms and
shapes of Levitate are
much softer than those
of the furniture you can
usually find in offices.
• Wood used in many
areas – starting with the
legs, through the desk
tops to the third level
storage options.
• Materials and finishes
that you would normally
associate with home
furniture can also bring
a lot of warmth and
friendliness to an office.
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BIOPHILIC DESIGN
Creating "green" workstations is the response to our
instinctive need to stay in close contact with natural ecosystems. By introducing elements of nature into offices
according to the biophilic design principles, we can shape
the work environment to minimise its negative influence on
employees. Surveys carried out across Europe show that the
elements of nature that can be found in an office reduce
stress and have a positive impact on our overall state of
mind.*

M. D. Velarde, G. Fry, M. Tveit (2007).
Health effects of viewing landscapes – Landscape
types in environmental psychology.
Urban Forestry & Urban Greening
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The real contact
with nature is
obviously much
better since it
improves the
ability to
concentrate.

Won Sop, S. (2007). The influence of forest view through a window
11 on job satisfaction and job stress. Scandinavian Journal Of Forest
Research, 22 (3)

How does Levitate fit into
the biophilic design trend?
• Wood used in many
areas – starting with the
legs, through the desk
tops to the third level
storage options.
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PRODUCT RANGE
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Levitate product range

Single desk


Desktop – rectangular, rounded at the user’s side, available in two options: 25 mm MFC with a 2
mm ABS edge or plywood coated with linoleum on one side with a waxed narrow edge. Two types:



fixed desktop



desktop divided into two zones: IT and work. The sliding table top ensures access
to the hidden 2nd level storage. The IT part is available as a veneered or HPL
laminated option.




Frame – metal, available in two colours: white or black



2nd level storage – for a divided table top; made of pressed felt. Pencils, notepads, tablets and
other elements can be placed there. Available with a media port, power and 2xUSB connections.



Additional elements: pedestal for integration with a desk, secretary box, screens, cables

Legs – A-shaped legs made of solid oak or ash in a natural finish or solid beech dyed with different
colours. The legs are slightly rounded at one side and become thinner towards the floor.

management
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Levitate product range

Workbench


Desktop – rectangular, rounded at the user’s side, available in two options: 25 mm MFC with a 2 mm
ABS edge or plywood coated with linoleum on one side with a waxed narrow edge. Two types:



fixed desktop



desktop divided into two zones: IT and work. The sliding table top ensures access to
the hidden 2nd level storage. The IT part is available as a veneered or HPL laminated
option.




Frame – metal, available in two colours: white or black



2nd level storage – for a divided table top; made of pressed felt. Pencils, notepads, tablets and other
elements can be placed there. Available with a media port, power and 2xUSB connections.



Modules: a base unit (back to back) and an additional module used to make arrangements for e.g. 4,
6, 8 people



Additional elements: pedestal for integration with a desk, secretary box, screens, cables

Legs – A-shaped legs made of solid oak or ash in a natural finish or solid beech dyed with different
colours. The legs are slightly rounded at one side and become thinner towards the floor.

management
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Levitate product range

High table
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Table top – available in two shapes: rectangular rounded on both sides or oval



Available in two options: 25 mm MFC with a 2 mm ABS edge or plywood coated with linoleum on
one side with a waxed narrow edge



Frame – metal, available in two colours: white or black



Table legs – A-shaped legs made of solid oak or ash in a natural finish or solid beech dyed with
different colours. The legs are slightly rounded at one side and become thinner towards the floor.
Feet levelling in the range: +/- 10 mm.



Modules – a base unit can accommodate a group consisting of up to 8 people. An additional
module is used to make arrangements for a larger team.

www.NowyStylGroup.com

We KNOW HOW to
#Make Your Space
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